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• Design an Engagement Process which will: 

• Engage MORE voices in transportation planning

• Focus on those IMPACTED by the project (communities in the 
corridor)

• Improve diversity and INCLUSION of underrepresented voices

• Engage the impacted EARLIER in the process

• Engage with purpose to BUILD RESILIENT RELATIONSHIPS

Engagement – Overarching Goals

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The methods used for the Rethinking I94 corridor study in “Listening for Engagement” were selected to uncover, explore and deliver information on how to achieve the goals in the final product. However, while the team was tasked with learning about how to engage with community, it was also apparent that engagement was happening through the methods of the study itself. Therefore, the methods selected served both purposes in continuous learning – listening for how to engage, and utilizing the goals as practice guidelines. Our aim was not only to collect data, but to create an environment of continuous engagement and begin practicing the Guiding Commitments of Rethinking I94 in real-time as they emerged from the listening practices and were learned by the team. 



Engagement – By the Numbers
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• Baseline Survey (Quantitative)
• 1086 complete surveys (38% from underrepresented population).

• Listening Sessions (Qualitative)
• Sixty-Five 65 people (and counting) from over 50 organizations

• Cultural Mapping & Historical Overviews
• Six (6) education tools on underrepresented communities in the corridor (American 

Indian, Euro-American, African-American, Asian-American, Latino, Recent African)

• Listening for “Values” Segmentation of Corridor (Quantitative, with open ended)
• Over 800 interviews by telephone of people who live in the corridor
• To date, over 1200 completed online surveys of those who live or drive in the 

corridor

Goal for underrepresented voices were met in ALL of these areas

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What we heard:Meet Community Where They AreGive Ample Lead Time (45 Days+) before meeting with themJobs are important!It’s Frustrating to Just Hear “No” without the “Why” “Community” Isn’t Just a Resource You “Dip In To” What we are learning about ourselves.We must consider how to authentically build resilient relationships over time in communities (trust) - with the realities of how the agency functions (budgets, operations, turnover, succession).Many of the “work products” we’re creating for Rethinking I94 are going to have multiple uses beyond this project. (i.e. Historical Overviews and Cultural Maps)Engagement isn’t just about “the public” – resilient relationships are important for our city, county and agency partners as well.We have to be okay talking about power, race, equity, and other provocative topics – we will make mistakes… but we have to start by starting. Empathy is a skill (i.e. it can be learned!) – and a job requirement to do this work.



Engagement – The Zone Approach

• We narrowed and analyzed data sets by Zone, leading to Zone Profiles:

• Purpose: Provide MNDOT staff with focused information on communities and 
neighborhoods potentially impacted by projects. 

• Sources: Zone Profiles have been drafted by combining information from various 
modes of listening over the past year and a half. 

• Desk Research; Baseline Study; Historical Overviews and Cultural Maps; Qualitative and 
Quantitative Listening

• How to Use: Reference for deep information on who will potentially be impacted. 

• Clearer picture of commonalities; Listening for converging or diverging values over time; 
Development of focused messaging; Development of customized methods of engagement
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Presentation Notes
TPT Documentary.Engagement Tool Kit:Step by Step book to guide anyone through an engagement process – depending on demographics – include cultural backgrounds, geography, provides case studies, tips, resources, best methods. Next is to develop how to implement engagement using this guide.Met Council Smart Growth America:Engage 2-3 communities along the corridor and provide a one-day workshop with elected leaders, community thought leaders, MPO’s and Staff. Focus on walking audits at specific interchanges and the communities around them.  Provides great observations from different perspectives and uncovers questions about things participants never thought about before. (Focus from a transportation standpoint: safety, health, land use).Peer Exchange:Workshop will help inform, aid and expand the work currently underway for the project and elevate our team’s understanding of best practices and strategies from our peer states. Will include transportation and industry leaders.ULI Task force -  recall from the November meeting the Healthy Initiatives work that came from ULI and one of their recommendations was to have a task force. We’ve been meeting with the panel members – lots of excitement. And talking with the Commissioner and governor’s office.



Engagement – The Zone Approach In Action
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Engagement – The Zone Approach In Action

• Demographics 

• By census tract 

• For each neighborhood in the Zone

• Organizations

• By Zone

• By Neighborhood

• Key Destinations

• Community spaces (schools, parks, rec centers, etc.)

• Festivals and events
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2014 data 
from census 
tract in zone

2011-2015 total 
neighborhood 

data 
(MNCompass)

Population 3920 3860
American Indian 0.00% 0.00%
Asian 5.38% 6.00%
African American/Black 3.04% 0.00%
Hispanic/Latino 3.34% 0.00%
White 83.62% 86.00%
Spanish 0.77%
Russian 0.60%
Chinese 0.47%
Hmong 0.44%
Vietnamese 0.00%
African Language 0.00%
Language other than English* N/A
Families below poverty 0.00% 7.80%
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Neighborhood Lowry Hill
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TPT Documentary.Engagement Tool Kit:Step by Step book to guide anyone through an engagement process – depending on demographics – include cultural backgrounds, geography, provides case studies, tips, resources, best methods. Next is to develop how to implement engagement using this guide.Met Council Smart Growth America:Engage 2-3 communities along the corridor and provide a one-day workshop with elected leaders, community thought leaders, MPO’s and Staff. Focus on walking audits at specific interchanges and the communities around them.  Provides great observations from different perspectives and uncovers questions about things participants never thought about before. (Focus from a transportation standpoint: safety, health, land use).Peer Exchange:Workshop will help inform, aid and expand the work currently underway for the project and elevate our team’s understanding of best practices and strategies from our peer states. Will include transportation and industry leaders.ULI Task force -  recall from the November meeting the Healthy Initiatives work that came from ULI and one of their recommendations was to have a task force. We’ve been meeting with the panel members – lots of excitement. And talking with the Commissioner and governor’s office.



Engagement – The Zone Approach Next

• We will continue to listen and learn about the various communities in each 
Zone and how they live, play, work, and travel together. 

• Analysis of “Common Themes” from the open-ended responses to the 
quantitative listening from Jan-Feb 2017. 

• Incorporation into the Zone Profiles

• “Deeper Dive” into what we’ve heard from each of the Zones during the 
Visioning Sessions. 

• Incorporation into the Zone Profiles

• Engagement roadmaps customized for each Zone. 
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Engagement – Future of The Zone Approach

• Nothing is static, especially in the I-94 corridor. 

• We’ve learned how people’s lives and the culture that surrounds them is ever-changing. 

• Quickly shifting demographics and evolving communities of culture, religion and interests 
mean that the “results” of our listening will be less and less relevant over time.  

• Information in the initial Zone Profiles has emerged from the pilot study and can be used (or 
not) depending on their relevance to each additional project proposed. 

• The steps and methods used to gather these results can be used to continue to learn in any 
context. The I94 Project team will need to update their understanding on a regular basis.

• The forthcoming Rethinking I94 Engagement Toolkit will address the “How To” of these 
questions regarding cultural and social change. 
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Engagement – Lessons Learned
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Presentation Notes
The methods used for the Rethinking I94 corridor study in “Listening for Engagement” were selected to uncover, explore and deliver information on how to achieve the goals in the final product. However, while the team was tasked with learning about how to engage with community, it was also apparent that engagement was happening through the methods of the study itself. Therefore, the methods selected served both purposes in continuous learning – listening for how to engage, and utilizing the goals as practice guidelines. Our aim was not only to collect data, but to create an environment of continuous engagement and begin practicing the Guiding Commitments of Rethinking I94 in real-time as they emerged from the listening practices and were learned by the team. 



Engagement – Summer 2017
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• TPT Documentary

• Available on Rethinking I94 Project 
website

• Engagement Toolkit

• Final deliverable September 2017 

• Implementation Strategy to Follow

• Metropolitan Council Community 
Engagement Contracts

• Funded by Met Council

• Up to $150K awarded

• Assist in engagement efforts with 
underrepresented communities

• Smart Growth America 

• Funded by McKnight Foundation

• PEL Peer Exchange

• April 26-27

• ULI Task Force

• Under Development

• Vision Sessions 

• June 2017 – five sessions complete
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